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with zero-Dirichlet boundary condition and with nonnegative initial condition are 
studied in a bounded domain in RN, where /3, y, I > 0 and p > 1. @3 1988 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with the existence, uniqueness, regularity, 
and behavior of solutions to the initial-boundary value problem: 
u(x, t) = 0 (x, t) E fm x (0, a), (1.2) 
u(x, 0) = q)(x) 3 0 XESZ, 
where Sz is a bounded domain in RN with smooth boundary XI, fi and y 
are some positive constants, p > 1, 1 E RN, and A, denotes p-Laplacian, that 
is, 
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Let c’ = up. Then we rewrite (I. 1 ) as 
(1.4) 
where 
If p > j3 + 1, D&u) L 0 as p --* 0. We therefore call this case slow diffusion. 
If 1 <p</l+ 1, Di(q) /* cc as p + 0. We call this case fast diffusion. 
When p = 2, Eq. (1.4) is reduced to the porous media equation: 
a 
ar 
v-Av”+h”=O 9 (1.5) 
where m = l/p and 6 = y/p. In this case D,(v) = urn- ‘. The slow and fast 
diffusion cases correspond to m > 1 and 0 < m < 1, respectively (see [ 181). 
The term IuY in (1.1) works as absorption if A > 0. If 1~ 0, it is called the 
blowup term. 
Recently there has been extensive work on the existence, uniqueness, 
regularity, and behavior of solutions to the porous media equation (1.5) 
(see [l-7, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 20-251). When /I= 1, (1.1) is also 
investigated by many authors (see [ 12, 14, 171). The purpose of this paper 
is to extend the results obtained in case of p = 2 or /I = 1 to a more general 
case (1.1). In [ 193, Raviart established the existence of weak solutions to 
the problem (l.l))( 1.3) making use of the semi-discrete approximation and 
of the implicit finite difference approximation. Our results stated below 
improve his results considerably. Some results of the problem (l.l)-(1.3) 
in case of fast diffusion have been obtained by Fukuda and the present 
author [9]. 
In this paper we are mainly interested in the slow diffusion case with 
absorption and shall establish the existence in the large, the uniqueness and 
the large-time behavior of weak solutions to the problem (l.lb(1.3) with 
Z&EL’(Q), and their regularity property. It is also shown that the 
phenomenon of extinction in finite time occurs when the term of 
absorption is dominant and/or Eq. (1.1) is of fast diffusion. 
Investigation of the slow diffusion case with blowup term will be done in 
the forthcoming paper. Henceforth we always assume j?, y, 1~ 0 and p > 1 
unless otherwise stated. 
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Before stating our results we introduce the definitions of weak, mild, and 
strong solutions to the problem (1.1))(1.3). Let FEEL’. By a weak 
solution to (l.l)-(1.3) we mean a nonnegative function 24~L~([r, cc); 
W’~P(Q)nLYfl(Q)) with z~EC([O, ~0); L’(Q)), (a/at) u(~+‘)‘*E 
L*(Q x (t, co)) (for any T > 0), satisfying 
and 
for any 4 E Cr(Q x (0, 03)). We call u(x, t) a strong solution to (l.l))( 1.3) 
if u is a weak solution and satisfies 
$ UPC Li,,(sz x (0, co)). (1.8) 
If u is a strong solution, u satisfies (1.1) a.e. in Sz x (0, co). We call u a mild 
solution if u is a weak solution and if there exists a sequence of solution 
{un} of (1.1) such that for each n u, E Lf,,( [0, co); W’,p(sZ)) n L&,( [0, co); 
LY(s2)) with 
and 
uniformly on every bounded interval c [0, cc ) as n + cc. 
Our results are as follows: 
THEOREM 1 (Uniqueness). Let u, v be two mild solutions of the initial- 
boundary value problem (1.1 k( 1.3) with the same initial data. Then u = v a.e. 
onIC2x(O,co). 
Remark 1. Fukuda [a] first observed that the uniqueness theorem 
holds under a little stronger assumptions on strong solutions in case of 
p>max(l, p-l). 
Remark 2. In [S], Brezis-Crandall proved a uniqueness theorem for a 
porous media equation (( 1.1) with p = 2, 0 < j < 1) under much weaker 
assumptions on solutions. 
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THEOREM 2 (Existence, regularity, and large time behavior). ( 1) SUP- 
pose that z.+, E L’(Q) (/I + 1 < r < rx; ). Then there e.uists a mild solution u to 
(l.l)-(1.3) such that UEL’“([O, cc); Lr(Q)). 
(2) Suppose that p>N(fi+ l)/(N+P) and U[E L’(Q). Then there 
exists a mild solution u to (l.l)-( 1.3) .satisjIving u E L’” (Q x (t, x8)) for anl 
7 > 0. Moreover. +ve have 
where 
ll4t)ll L’(R) 6 C,.t Ox, t > 0, (1.9) 
[ i{l-p,(l- mN 
(B+A(mN+p(P+j- 1) 
)} if Nf++i)<p<N, 
if p=N, 
m = p - b - 1, a being an arbitrary small positive number, and C, is a 
positive constant depending only on p, /I, IIu& L1(R) and IQ /. 
(3) If fi> 1, the mild solution u in (l), (2) satis$es (~/&)z#E 
L*(Qx (7, co)) for any r>O. Zf d,u-hi'~L'(l2), then (~J/&)u~E 
L”(CO, 03); L’(Q)). 
(4) Zf /I < p - 1 d y (A > 0) or B < p - 1 (A = 0), then under the same 
assumptions as in (1) or in (2), there exists a strong solution u satisfying 
(a/at)ukP([7, co);L’(Q)) f 
(a/at)zPE L”( [O, 00); L’(sz)). 
or any z>O. Zf d,u--luY~L1(Q), then 
Remark 3. For the porous media equation L”-estimates like (1.9) have 
established by Alikakos and Rostamian [ 1 ] and Aronson and Peletier [ 21. 
Remark 4. If uB E C(Q x (0, co)), then the assertion in (4) holds valid 
for b < p- 1 (120) (see, Di Benedetto [6], BCnilan [S], and Ziemer 
[251). 
THEOREM 3 (Extinction). Suppose one of the following two conditions 
holds: (a) B > p- 1 (A 3 0), (b) /? > y (A > 0). Then, for every u0 E LB+k(Q) 
(k 2 (N/p)@ - p + 1) - fi if (a) is satisfied, k > 0 if (b) is satis)ed), there 
exists a finite T> 0 such that 
lim IIz~~+~(~)JI~~(~,=O. (1.11) 
Ii-T 
Remark 5. The case (a) is of fast diffusion and was proved in [9] 
where u0 E L”(Q)n Wkp(sZ) was assumed. The case (b) is the 
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generalization of Kalasnikov [lo] in which the Cuachy problem to (1.1) 
with p = 2 is considered on R’. The method used in [lo] is of comparison 
type. Here we will employ the energy method. 
THEOREM 4 (Non-extinction). Let u{~ L’(Q) and u0 f 0. Suppose that 
/?<min(p- 1, y) (n>O) or b< p- 1 (,I=O). Then, there exist a positioe 
constant C and T, depending on uO, such that 
Ilu(t Ls+~(nj > C(t + l))““‘@+ ‘), t 2 T, (1.12) 
where m=p-fl- 1. 
Remark 6. An analogous method to the one used in the proof of 
Theorem 4 has been applied in [ 11. 
The proofs of the theorems will be carried out in the subsequent sections. 
The following lemmas are useful and frequently used: 
LEMMA 1. Let 1 < p < co and 0 < P < co. There exists a constant Co, 
depending only on ISZI, p, and N, such that for any u E CA(Q) 
(1.13) 
where l<qdN(p+r)/(N-p) tfp<N, ldq<cc ifp=N; andq=oo if 
p > N. 
Proof Apply Sobolev-Poincart’s inequality to v = u(P+ r)‘p. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Let c(t) and y(t) be two nonnegative functions on [0, co) and 
c( > 0. Assume c(t) E L’(0, T) for any T> 0 and y(t) is absolutely continuous 
and satisfies 
-gy(r)+c(r) y’+“(t)<o, for any t > 0. 
Then 
y(t)<(+(s)dS)‘-‘. 
LEMMA 3. Let a, c>O. Let y(t) be a nonnegative absolutely continuous 
function on [0, 00) satisfying 
-$Y(t)+cY~-a(t)~o, for any t > 0. 
409 132/l-13 
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Then 
y(t)< (y”(O)-ctct)’ 3. 
Proofs of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 are done by comparison. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
It suffices to show that the following comparison lemma holds valid: 
LEMMA 4. Let uO, v. be two measurable functions such that uo, 
u. EL’(Q) and u,(x)< uo(x) a.e. in Q. Suppose u, UE LP,,([O, 03); 
W’3p(Q)) n L{J [O, co); L)‘(Q)) with up, VIE I%‘~,$( [0, CCI); L’(Q)), satisfying 
and 
a 
at U~<A,U4UY in 9’(Q x (0, co)), 
a 
at va>A,v-;lvY in 9’(Q x (0, co)). 
Then, u d v a.e. on Q x (0, co). 
ProoJ For each n E N put 
if l/n <s, 
if 0 < s < l/n, 
if s<O 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
and 
I = {&((U - VI y% * PY *all) *PY *up> O,Q,, 
where py, ran are the standard mollifiers with respect to x and t, respec- 
tively; 0,(x) = 0(x/k), where 0~ C,“(Q) with 0 < 8 < 1 and 13(x) = 1 in a 
neighborhood of 0 (we can always assume 0 E Q); and 8,(t) E C,“((O, 00)) 
such that O< 0, < 1, Q,(t) -+ the indicator function of [s, , sJ 
(0~s~ <s,) as m-co. Then qS~Cz(Qx(0, co)) and 4(x, t)>O for any 
(x, t) E f2 x (0, co). 
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From (2.1) and (2.2) we have 
--A jm j f$(Uy-Uy)dxdt. (2.4) 
0 R 
Put 
~,(k, m, n, v, p) = jrn 1 
0 n 
4 i (up-us) dx dt, 
and 
I,&, m, n, v, P) = jam jQ d(A,u - A,u) dx dt 
OcI ” I&, m, n, v, P) = I J d(uY-uy)dxdt. 0 R 
Letting v, p, n + 00, we easily see that I, tends to 
?,(k, ml = jj sign+((u-u)O,B,)B,B,~(u”-88)dxdt, 
where sign+(s) = 1 if s > 0, =0 if s<O. Since sign+((u-o)8,0,)= 
sign+((z&uvS)Q,Om), we have 
i,(k,m)=jjk {(u~-u~)~~Q~}+ dxdt 
- 
ss 
{(uG1P)t3,}+ ;@,dxdt 
= - ((u+P)~~}+ +,dxdt, 
ss (2.5) 
where f’ denotes max(O, f). Integrating by parts with respect to x and 
letting v, p + co, we see that I, converges to 
7,(k, m, n) = - i jj gX(u- 0) ekQrn) o,Q, 
i=l 
x( igi”g- I~~‘-‘~)(&g)d~~ 
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The first term is nonpositive. Hence 
As v, p + co, I3 tends to 
T3(k, m, n) = JJ g,((u - u) O,O,) QkOnl(uY - uj’) dx dt 
which is nonnegative. Hence, from (2.4)-(2.6) it follows that 
Letting k, m + co, we finally obtain 
s (t/(x, s2) - u”(x, sz)) + dx R 
< 
s 
(z/(x, sl) - d(x, s,))+ dx. (2.7) a 
As s, L 0, the right-hand side of (2.7) converges to zero. Hence z/(x, t) 6 
d(x, t) a.e. on Sz x (0, co ). Q.E.D. 
We also have 
LEMMA 5. Let u, u be two mild solutions of (1.1 t( 1.3) whose initial data 
are uo, uo, respectively. Then 
h, lu%, t) - u”(x, t)l dx <IQ /u:(x) - 0$x)1 dx. (2.8) 
Proof Consider instead of (2.3) 
g,(s) = slE s 1. if IsI > l/n, if IsI d l/n. (2.9) 
The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4 gives (2.8). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 5 also implies Theorem 1. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
To prove (1) is rather simple compared with the proof of (2). In order to 
avoid repeating similar statements, we will prove (2)-(4). 
We construct approximate solutions of (l.l)-( 1.3). Let u,,~ EC,“(Q) be 
such that U&.X) B 0 a.e. in Sz and U& + u,P in L’(Q) strongly as E --) 0. 
For E, v E (0, 1 ] consider the initial value problem 
;(U+&)hl;U+I(u+&)‘=O (x, t)eQx (0, oo), (3.1) 
24(x, t) = 0 (x, t) E &? x (0, co), (3.2) 
where 
4% 0) = uoc(x) XEQ, (3.3) 
It can be easily seen that the problem (3.1)-(3.3) satisfies all the conditions 
for the classical solvability in the large given by Ladyzeskaya et al. 
(Theorem 4.1, p. 558 in [ 111). Thus we have a unique nonnegative classical 
solution u,,, to (3.1)-(3.3). In the sequel C denote various positive 
constants independent of E, v changeable from line to line. 
LEMMA 6. 
sup Il~~,(N L’(n) d II (UOE + 4”ll L1(R) < c, 
f,O 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
and 
where n = (n,, . . . . nN) denotes the unit outward normal vector field to XI. 
ProoJ: Let g,(s) be the function defined by (2.9). Put v = pLE,” +E. 
Multiplying (3.1) by g,(us - 8) and integrating by parts over a, we have 
jg,(v”-a”);v”dx+#? 5 Ig:(Vba”)u”-‘((~,12+y) 
(P-2)/2 
i=l I 
x~~~2dx+~~g,Jvp-~Y)vydx=0. 
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from which we deduce 
d 
z i 
G,(v”-c/odx+A g,(u”-~~)li;‘dx<O, 
I 
where 
Hence 
G,(s) = I,’ g,,(r) dr. 
1 G,(vp(x, t) -E’) dx + 2 j’ j &(V” - ED) vy dx dT 
F 
< I G,(d(x, s) - cp) dx. 
Letting n + co, we get 
j (v’(x, 1) -ED) dx + 1 j’ j uy(x, z) dx d7 
v 
6 
s 
(#(x, S) - ED) dx 
since v(x, 1) > E. Thus 
j (u,,,(x, t) + E)~ dx + A j’ j (u&c, 7) + E)~ dx dr 
A 
6 s (u,,,(x, s) + E)~ dx. 
Letting s L 0, we obtain (3.4) and (3.7). Integrating (3.1) over D x (s, t), 
we have 
j (~6, v(x, t) + ~)‘dx + 1 j’ j (~6, v(x, 7) + E)~ dx dT 
0 
- (~,,v(~A+d~dx 1 
for any t, s (t 2 s). Thus we obtain (3.6). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 7. We have the following L”-decay estimate, 
lIu,“(t)ll.~(R)~Caot-02, 
where 8, and C, are the same as those in Theorem 2. 
Proof: We have 
(3.7) 
/I(~,,“(t)+&)IILa+~~n,~Ckt~Ok, k = 1, 2, . . . . (3.8) 
where 
N 
(B + l)(mN+ PB) 
if WB + 1) 
N+P 
<p<N, 
6, = 
1 
(P+ l)(P- 1) 
if p>N, 
l+P 
(P+ +l)(P-1-P) 
if p=N, 
(3.9) 
m = p - /? - 1, p being an arbitrary small positive number, C, is a positive 
constant depending only on N and p, and 8,, C, (k 2 2) satisfy the 
following recurrence formulae 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
in which 
i{(mN+p(/?+k-l))@+k)-mN} if Nz:j)<p<N, 
c(k= (fl+k- l)(p+k- 1) 
I 
(/?+/I-1 -p)(p+k- 1) 
l+P 
and 
if p>N, 
if p= N, 
(3.12) 
i(B+k)(mN+p(k- 1)) if NB+l) 
N+P 
<p<N, 
(B+k)(p+k-1) if p>N, (3.13) 
(P+k)(p+k-2-p) 
l+P 
if p=N. 
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We shall prove (3.8) by induction. Put u = u,. ~ + E. First we prove (3.8) for 
k = 1. Multiplying (3.1) by D, integrating over Q, and making use of (3.6), 
we get 
(3.14) 
We consider the case N(I) + 1 )/(N + b) d p < N first. Holder’s inequality 
and Lemma 1 give 
(3.15) 
where 
PN 
E.‘=(B+l)(N(~-B)+~B)’ 
Note that by assumption 0~2, < 1. We put (3.4), (3.14), and (3.15) 
together to get 
Hence 
(3.16) 
Applying Lemma 2, we obtain 
IMt)ll 
Thus we have (3.8) for k = 1 when N(/I + 1 )/( N + b) 6 p < N. If p > N, we 
have instead of (3.15) 
Hence from (3.14) we have (3.16) with 8, =(/I+ l)(p- 1). Thus we have 
(3.8) for k = 1 in case p > N. When p = N, we have for an arbitrary small 
positive number p, 
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Hence we have (3.16) with 8, =(l +p)/(p+ l)(p- 1 -p), which implies 
(3.8) for k = 1. 
We now suppose that (3.8) holds for all values less than or equal to k - 1 
(k > 1). We prove it for k. Here we only consider the case 
N(/3 t- l)/(N + 8) < p < N. The same manipulation as in the proof of (3.8) 
for k = 1 gives the result for other cases. 
Multiplying (3.1) by uk, integrating by parts over 52 and making use of 
(3.6), we have 
By Holder’s inequality we get 
lluIlLB+~ d Il4l$+kEk_ Ilull& 
where 
(k = 1, 2, . ..). 
and 
pk*=Mp+k- l)l(N-p), 
&=N(P+k- l)/(N(P-b)+P(b+k- l))(b+k). 
Making use of Lemma 1 and the hypothesis of induction, we have 
(3.17) 
We use Lemma 2 to obtain 
lI4t)llLB+k < Bk 
> 
~ l/PI- 
C/?(k+t)P(dk~,ctk+l) CL:: 
t-(“k-l”k+l)/Pk 
= Ckt+. 
Thus (3.8) holds for k. 
We next show that 8, and Ck converge to 8, and C,, respectively, as 
k-, (XI. We rewrite (3.10) as 
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using (3.12) and (3.13). Hence 
(k 3 2). 
When N(/? + 1 )/(N+ /I) < p < N, we therefore have 
l- 
mN 
(P+j)(mN+p(fl+j- 1) >J “’ 
Since c,“= i I l/(/3 -tj)(mN + p(fi + j- 1 )I converges, 8, converges to 8, as 
k -+ co. If p > N, we have 
8, = 
k 
(P- l)(P+k) 
which tends to 8, = l/(p - 1) as k + co. When p = N, 
e,=; 1-A 
[ ( 
l- 
1 
(BP - PP) 
j= I V+A(p+mi-2-p) VP-PB-p) 1 
which converges as k + 00. 
Put h, = log Ck. Without loss of generality we can assume C, > 1. From 
(3.11) we get 
hk=%-,+gk, 
Pk 
(3.18) 
where 
g,= [log(Cfi)-logk+log(k+ l)p+logO,]//?,. 
The solution of the difference quations (3.18) is given by 
Since n,:, fxk/fik and c,“= i 1 gjl converge, there eXiStS a h, > 1 such that 
lim k+ cc hk = h,. Hence Ck + C, = exp h, as k + 00. Thus we have (3.7). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8. Let k, t > 0. We have 
II(~,,.+~)(P+kk’)‘PIILP((r,m);W~~(~))~cC, (3.19) 
v(p-2)‘4 ll(u, y + Eyk+ ‘)‘*IILq(,, co); WL2(Q)) < c, (3.20) 
d c, (3.21) 
L*(R x (1, m )) 
II% “llLY(,, cm); w+(Q)) < c, (3.22) 
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and 
v(p-2)‘4 lb,, “llLyr, 00); W’.%q) G c. (3.23) 
Proof: Integrating (3.17) from 5 to t, we get 
kifl j~ju*-1(~~~2+v)“-2ii2~~~2dxdl+lj~~~u(~)~~;’,lb 
d cllU(T)118,$t’14 d c, for any t > T. 
from which (3.19) and (3.20) follow. Here we have put u = u,, y + E. 
Multiplying (3.1) by (t -2z)(a/at)u and integrating by parts over 
[2z, t] x 0, we have 
/? j2;(S--27) j(;u’“+‘“i)2dxds+(t-2r) 
< c, 
from which (3.21)-(3.23) follow. 
From (3.7), (3.22), and (3.23) we see that 
< c, 
La((z, 00); w-l.Q2)+L’m)) 
where d = min( p/( p - 1 ), 2). Indeed we have for p > 2, 
au (II Ii 
P-1 a0 
<C 
axi U(R) 
+ v(P-2)/* _ 
(1 II axi L*(Q) 
< c; 
Q.E.D. 
(3.24) 
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We now consider the convergence of {u,, ,,} as E, v -+ 0. From Lemma 7 
and Lemma 8 we see that there exist a function u and a subsequence of 
(u, “} (also denoted by {z+~)) such that as E, v -+ 0, 
ME, Y--f u in Lm(Q x (z, co)) n L”((z, co); IV$J’(Q)) weakly star, 
uE”.y+5 in Lp((r, co); W,$P(Q)) weakly for K> (p- 1)/p, 
A&, v --* rl in L”((?, a); W~m’,p(Q) + L’(Q)) weakly star, 
-$U,,,,+g)‘“+~)+ in L’(sZ x (5, co)) weakly. 
Remind that the injection from Wip(Q) into LY(sZ) is compact provided 
q>Np/(N-p) and L”(Q) is continuously imbedded in X= Wp19fi(52)+ 
L’(Q). Hence the well-known compactness lemma (see [ 12, p. 571) says 
that the injection from w= {VGL”((T, T); W$ql)), (a/at)oE 
LP’((r, T);X)} into Lpo((z, T);LY(Q)) is compact for pO, pr > 1, 
q > Np/( N - p), T > T. Therefore, by virtue of (3.19) (3.24), we may 
assume that (u, v + E)~ + uB in LP(Q x (z, T)) strongly and almost 
everywhere in Q x (T, co). Hence we conclude that 5 = uK and x = u(@+ ‘)“. 
Moreover, the well-known argument of the theory of monotone operators 
yields q = A,u. To show that u satisfies (1.7) is standard. 
It remains to show that USE C( [O, co); L’(Q)). In order to show it 
we first fix E and let v tend to zero. Then we have a weak solution uc, 
belonging to the same class as U, to the problem 
-&+E)“--n,u+~(u+~)‘=O, (x, t) E l2 x (T, co) (3.25) 
u(x, t) = 0, (x, t) E ~22 x (T, GO) (3.26) 
4x7 0) = %6(X), XEQ. (3.27) 
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Since r~,,~ is smooth, the solution U, satisfies (3.19)-(3.23) with r = 0 as well 
as U,E Lm(SZ x (0, co)) for every fixed E>O. Then USE C([O, co); L’(Q)). 
Indeed we have for 0 < t, , t, < 00, 
s 1(4x, t,) + &I’- (4x, tz) +E)~I dx R 
G It, - t*l &,(x$,+(1--s)~~)+E)~ dxds 
< It, - t,l C(E) jom IQ 1; (u,(x, t) +E)‘p+ ‘)I21 dx dt 
which tends to zero as It, - t,l + 0. In the same way we see that 
(a/at)(u, +E)~EL*(SZ x (7, co)). Hence U, is uniquely determined by its 
Cauchy datum. 
LEMMA 9. ((u~+E)~} is a Cuuchy net in C([O, co); L’(Q)). 
Proof In much the same way as in the proof of Lemma 5, we obtain 
I I(&, t) + &JS - (u,b, t) + #I dx 
< s I(u,(x) + E)~ - (u,,(x) + E)~I dx -+ 0 
as E, E + 0. Q.E.D. 
By virtue of Lemma 8 replacing u,, y by u, and of Lemma 9, it is easily 
seen that U, converges to a desired mild solution u to the problem 
(l.l)-( 1.3), which satisfies UE C( [0, co); L’(Q)). 
We now prove (3). If /I> 1, then ueLm(SZx (7, 00)) and (a/at)u(gs’)‘2E 
L*(1;2 x (T, 00)) implies (a/&) up E L*(sZ x (7, co)). Hence the uniqueness 
theorem holds valid and the full sequence {u,, ,> in (2) converges to the 
limit function U. In the same manner as in the proof of Lemma 5, we get 
Letting h tend to zero, we obtain 
a 
at 
< s I+,,(x) - /lug,(x)l dx< C. 
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Hence 
f lu,4 Jx, t + h) - u: ,,(x, t)l dx 6 Ch. 
Since 24,. , converges to u strongly in Lp(Q x (5, T)) as C, v +O for any 
T>r, we get 
s s ‘O(t) lu”(x, t+h)-uP(x, t)l dxdt<Ch, I 
where 0(t) is an arbitrary nonnegative continuous function satisfying 
jr’ f2( t) dt = 1. Hence 
I It&x, t+h)-u”(x, t)l dxQCh a.e. TV [t, T]. 
Since t w uB E L’(Q) is continuous on [0, co), we see that 
s lup(x, t + h) - z/(x, t)l dx < Ch for any ?E [0, co). (3.28) 
Taking account of the fact that (a/&) u”eL2(Q x (t, co)) (Vr >O), we 
conclude that (a/at) Z/E L”((0, co); L’(Q)). 
In order to prove (4) we first have 
LEMMA 10. Suppose m = p - b - 1 > 0. Then for any h > 0, 
IIu’(f + h) - &)ll.~,,, 
1,) (Iu&~,. (3.29) 
Proof: Go back to the approximate solution U, in the proof of (2). Put 
u(t) = u,(t) + E, u,, = uoE + E, and U, = [o(c”t) for c > 1. Then U, satisfies 
(3.30) 
with 
U,(x, 0) = iv,(x) 2 UJX) a.e. Q. (3.31) 
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We have 
-A(1 -[p-y-l)“y=o. (3.32) 
Let g,(s) be the function defined by (2.9). Multiplying (3.32) by g,( U- u), 
integrating over D and making use of the same manipulation as in 
Lemma 1, we obtain 
from which it follows that 
j- 1 Uf(x, t) - up(x, t)l dx< (is - 1) j al(x) dx 
We write 
uqx, yt) - uqx, t) = [-qu;(x, t) - uqx, t)) + ([-” - 1) u”(x, t). (3.33) 
Hence using (3.4) and (3.5), 
s IuB(x, [“t) - u”(x, t)l dx 
6 j- 1 Uf(x, t) - us(x, t)l dx + lCB - 1 I I up@, t) dx 
~21[~-11 ~u,P(x)dx+lll-[p-y-‘I j-;$(x,s)dxds 
~(2~~8-1~+1~1-jp-y-11)~u~(x)dx forany i> 1. 
Setting [ = (1 + /z/t)“” (h > 0) and letting E tend to zero, we obtain (3.29). 
Q.E.D. 
When fi > 1, the assertion of (4) follows immediately from the previous 
lemma. In order to prove the assertion for 0 c fi < 1 we need 
LEMMA 11. Suppose /I < p - 1 < y. Then for any h > 0, 
uqx, t + h) - uqx, t) 
a((,+:)-‘-l)U,(X) a.e. inQx(O,co). (3.34) 
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Proof: If p - ;’ ~ I 3 0, from (3.30) we have 
U&x, 0) 3 q)(x). 
Applying Lemma 4, we have 
U&x, t) 3 v,(x, t) a.e. in Q x (0, CC). 
Hence from (3.33) we get 
uqx, <“t)-u”(x, t)> ((-“- 1) u”(x, t)> ([-“- 1) u{(x). 
Setting [ = (1 + h/t)“” and letting E tend to zero, we obtain (3.34). Q.E.D. 
Remark 6. Lemma 10 and Lemma 11 are suggested by the work of 
Benilan [3]. 
From Lemma 10 and Lemma 11, it is seen that as h L 0, 
u”(t+h)-u”(t) d+ 
h + at u”(t) 
in the sense of distribution and (a’/~?[) up(t) is a nonnegative measure. 
Hence 1.4~ is nondecreasing and (8/8t)(ufi)@ + ‘)‘*p E L2($2 x (T, co )) for any 
5 > 0. Note that (fl + 1)/2p > 1 if 0 < /? < 1. Therefore, thanks to Lemma 4 
in Benilan [S], ‘we show that 
I./ E w’, ‘((T, T); L’(Q)) forany T, T (TUT), 
where 1 d Y d l//I. Hence (a/at) ~8 E L”((z, 00); L’(0)) for any T > 0. This 
completes the proof 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We give a formal proof, which is justified by considering the 
approximate problem (3.25)-(3.27). 
We consider the case (a) first. Multiplying (1.1) by uk (k > 0) and 
integrating over Sz, we get 
+k,f, Iu(x, tJk-’ Pdx+II~~(t)ll~~+~=o. (4.1) 
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We apply Lemma 1 to have 
(4.2) 
Hence 
By virtue of Lemma 3 we obtain 
Thus 
lim Ilu(t Li~+k = 0, 
lrT 
where O< Td Iluoll~~+~+'/C. 
We next consider the case when (b) is satisfied. We can assume 
Ia;; - 1. Suppose 1 < p <IV. By Holder’s inequality and Lemma 1 we 
where 
(Y +NNP-8- l)+P(B+w 
cI= (P+k)lN(P-Y-l)+P(Y+k)}’ 
Note that O<cr< 1 since y<b<p- 1. 
Applying Young’s inequality to (4.3), we get 
where a > 0, p, p’ > 1 such that l/p + l/p’ = 1. Choose a, p, p’ so that 
aap==y++k and a(l-tl)p’=p+k-1. Then 
IIUll:B+k be-’ llullyLY++~ + CEfl’ f ( lulk-1 ( fyp dx, (4.4) 
i= I I 
409 132’1.14 
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where 
u=(B+k)(N(p-Y-l)+P(Y+k)j 
WP-Y-l)+p(B+k) ’ 
N(P-Y-l)+p(B+k) 
p=N(p-p- l)+p(B+k)’ 
and 
p’ = N(P-Y- l)+P(P+k) 
W-Y) . 
We go back to Eq. (4.1) and make use of (4.4) to obtain 
$ Ilu(t BLI:+kk+E~((IUl((tp+a+(k-&~+~‘C );f, j 14k--L ~g~pwO. 
I 
Choose E sufficiently small, then we get 
; Ilu(t LB+k+C/IU(f)jl~lc++uk~(P+k)~O. 
By virtue of Lemma 3, we obtain 
Ilu(t LP+k 6 (Iluoll ;,l+k - dry, 
where 
u=/?+k--a= PM + k)(B - Y 1 
N(P-Y-l)+P(D+k) 
> 0. 
Hence 
lim II~(f)ll~~+lr=O, 
I,-T 
where 0 < T< IluOll;IP +II/UC. 
We now consider the case p > N. The case p = N can be proved 
analogously. We have instead of (4.3) 
Hence 
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where 
(P+kMp+k- 1) 
a=(v+k)(P+k-l)+(B-~)~ 
~=(Y+k)(P+k-l)+(p-Y)>l 
(Y+kMP+k- 1) ’ 
and 
~,=(Y+k)(P+k-l)+(p-Y) 
P-Y . 
Hence, if we take E sufficiently small, in much the same way as before, we 
obtain 
-$ Ilu(t) LP+k+ CIlu(t)llZ,t,Uk-(S+k)~O, 
from which it follows that 
where 
K=(B+k)(P+k-l){(Y+k-l)(P+k-l)+(S-Y)j>O 
(Y+k)(P+k-1)+(/--Y) 
This completes the proof. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4. 
We again give a formal proof, which is justified as before. Since 
UEL~((Z, 00): W~p(sZ))nLY+1(52)) for any z>O, we can assume 
USE W~p(SZ)nLr+‘(Q), r= max(/?, y) without loss of generality. Put 
w(x, s) = Re%(x, Rm(ems - 1)/m), s =; log( 1 + mt/R”), 
for R>O, m=p-b- 1 >O. Then we have 
a 
as 
WB=ApW--RB+m-Ve(B-V)SWY+BWB (4 t)eQx (0, co), (5.1) 
w(x, t) = 0 wwwo, 4, (5.2) 
w(x, 0) = Ru,(x) XEQ. (5.3) 
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Multiplication of (5.1) by ~$1 and integration by parts over Q give 
(5.3) 
Multiplying (5.1) by (a/a s w and integrating over 52, we get ) 
~jw~~l(~~dx+~~~,j~~~pdx-~jw~+ld~~ 
A 
+- R”+ m-)~elB--g)J 
Y+l 
-ca-y,,,,+.,-Ye,~-Yb W’+’ dx<O 
Y+l s 
A 9 
from which it follows that 
B w(x,s) ‘dx-- j w~+‘(x,s)dx 
P+l 
A 
+- 
Y+l 
RP+“-Ye(~-Y)~ wY+ ‘(x, s) dx 
&Rpi;, j/-&(x)~pdx-&RZ+’ ju{+‘(x)dx 
P I 
1 
+- 
Y+l 
p+VZ+ I u;+‘(x)dx=Eo. (5.4) 
Choose R so small that the right-hand side of (5.5) is nonnegative. We 
have 
a PP 
ax, 
w(x,s) ‘dx<-jwPf’(x,s)dx 
P+l 
AP -- 
Y+l 
Rfi+m-7’e(fl-?b 
f 
w”+ ‘(x, s) dx + pE,,. 
(5.5) 
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From (5.3) and (5.5) we get 
d 
ds 
(‘+ l)(‘+’ -P)ie’fl-“” WY+l dx 
NY + 1) s 
2: -pE,. 
Suppose that A = 0 or p > y + 1. Then 
d 
z s 
wB+‘dx+m w”+‘dxZ -pE,. s 
Since E0 < 0, for sufficiently large s, 
I wa+‘(x,s)dxb -fE,. 2 
Thus we have (1.12). When p < y + 1, we again make use of (5.3) and (5.3) 
to obtain 
d jwP+ldx+(y-/l)jwa+Ldx 
z 
3(P+W-P) N aw 
BP xjI i= I zi 
P 
dx - pE, 
Hence (1.12) follows. This completes the proof. 
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